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 Thanks to twitter user @xunium, I received a sizable sum of custom sprites of the newest Pilots (Dark and Light). I thought I would throw them up on the blog, but if you want them, you can find them on twitter. Enjoy!Patch 0.7.0 A.I and Graphics DONE! (you can turn off graphics in the settings menu)Vietnam Veteran (Bowser Jr) New PvP Map at West Salmon Stadium.Vietnam Veteran (Bowser
Jr) By JungleKobiart.nexusreinforced Hosting for Archenemy! (Dev server)updated files and server IPs.well... this is a change: They've changed the trophies and Achievements system. You now have to complete the achievements or they will not give you the medals.Make sure to update your game if you want to get the achievements and trophies.Be sure to fix that small bug in the east that bugged
where everyone's boarding their boats in the same spot!Fixed a small problem in the server where credits would not display after completing certain quests.Fix where the scrollbars would not display on the hangar window.More information on the achievements system can be found here.Thanks to North for the heads up!I'll be moving all the old servers soon, so I'll be shutting down server ip's and

domain names as I'm posting this.September 18th, 2016: I received my badge for the IV Veteran. I was presented with the Holy Joust Event! I took my gear and went to the Holy Joust Tournament at Queen's College in South Salmon. I was in a pretty good battle! got to level 6! (with no stat power up) and I'm still alive!! the most I've ever been in one single battle before is maybe level 3 or 4. Not sure
what went wrong on my end, I should have made it higher. But it was fun and it was a lot of fun to see I won! I got the skills for my own badge and my trophy.August 20th, 2016: In Salmon, the weather has been all kinds of crazy. I went to the Crocodile and I have the rain and hail thing going. With that said, it is an Autumn Season Event! I received my badge for the IV Veteran. I was presented with

the Rainy Joust Event! I took my gear and went to the Crocodile in South Salmon. I got to level 5! (with no stat power up) and I 520fdb1ae7
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